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student bum-out or lack of follow-through in other comrnibnents, students clearly 
disagree. They value autonomy in choosing their own workload, and they ex
pect to achieve success according to the.stan_dards ~ey set for the~selves. 

Any charge of elitism in grouping pracnces is certamly no~ s~bs~na~ed by my 
surveys or interviews. Students were especially demcx:raac m the~ vie~s. No 
one complained that the inclusion of "less able" students mt~i:t"ered with his or her 
AP experience. The inclusion of unmotivated students elicited far greater con
cern. 

Conclusion . . 
Most students and educators express a willingness to err on the side of inclu

sion regarding student enrollment in Advanced Placement courses. As it now 
stands, our selection process is quite democratic. Students value the opportu
nity to make their own decision to challenge themselves in AP courses; and self
improvement is their chief motivation for taking AP. 
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This qualitative research study explores the catalysts in the continuum of teacher 
growth for elementary school teachers at various intervals of teaching experi
ence. A small group of K-5 elementary teachers and specialists with varying 
degrees of teaching experience, from 2 years to 20 or more years, were inter
viewed and surveyed to determine what their professional growth looked like. 
Of particular interests were the types of activities teachers participate in most 
often, the focus of their learning, and the ways in which they choose to learn. The 
teachers who were interviewed were also asked to share examples of the types 
of materials and notes they collected from the vaious professional development 
activities in which they participated. 

Results 

For the teachers with 20 years or more experience who were interviewed, 
reading books and articles and discussing the readings with colleagues is impor
tan~ but for the teacher with the least experience the discussions are more essen
tial than the readings. And this brings me to one more aspect of the results of this 
exploratory stud)', the consideration of the theories behind learning and cogriitive 
development in relation to teacher growth. Learning has to make sense to the 
learner and each new level of learning leads to more complex thinking. The 
novice teacher needs the support and guidance of the more experienced teacher 
to help scaffold the new learning. As this study has shown, all teachers need 
conversations and social interactions. It suggests that teachers' learning styles 
and their approaches to learning influence their professional growth. All of these 
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teachers are searching for their own strengths and ways of using their strengths 
to become better teachers. If the purposes of staff development are to help 
teachers be more engaged and competenet and to provide opportunities to 
demonstrate various approaches to learning, then within these programs we 
have to access teacher through their own spectrum of intelligences. Therefore, 
a learning model for professional development should consider the implica
tions of the theory of muliple styles of learning, the application of the impact of 
culture on learning, and the theory of spiral learning. 

Just as there is no recipe or prescription for instruction to fit the variety of 
learning styles and needs of children, the same concept applies to teacher 
growth. Teachers at different statges in their careers have different prof es
sional needs. They attend to different forms of"cultural information". Sharing 
expertise, quality relationships among adults, peer interactions are all key com
ponents in the evolution of teacher learning. Therefore included in this model is 
Vygotsky's concept that dialogue with others is essential for cognitive devel
opment. A professional development learning model is based on the theory of 
social interaction and enhances teaching through the evolution oflearning. 
When teachers are aware of what they are thinking, what they understand or 
don· t understand, what looks hard; or when they ask themselves questions 
like, how am I going to do this? or what resources or strategies do I have to 
solve this problem?; they are learning to guide and direct their own behaviors 
through difficult tasks. Through these social activities the more experienced 
teachers and the novice teachers collectively build "bridges of awareness", 
understandings and competencies. 

Evidence collected from the data sources in this study suggests that profes
sional growth in the early years of teaching looks quite different from the pro
fessional growth of teachers with years of experience. 

Informal and exploratory dialogue was evident throughout the interview 
data. Looking to more experienced teachers for support and guidance, dem
onstrations and modeling is where teachers begin. but what stood out for me in 
the interviews was that all four teachers mentioned the impact of their profes
sional development strand, a monthly study group format, on their learning, 
suggesting that this form of supporting teacher growth is important to teachers. 
But how do we insure that this growth is not merely surface level change? As 
I look at the data collected from the experienced teachers it seems to suggest 
a level of reflection that is meaningful and lasting. Their reflections demonstrate 
thinking about the relationships between teaching and learning, and they are 
able to sift and sort through the complexities of teaching to judge what to 
amend to and when. This study suggests that teachers accumulate valuable 
knowledge from their experience, and we need to find practicial ways for 
accumulating professional knowledge and sharing it throu~ a learning. ~l 
that considers the cognitive development of teachers at vanous stages m their 

professional growth. 
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